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Introduction a magnetic field line that is transported by ion momentum. In cold, or low p flow the vortex diameter is the minimum length scale of charge neutrality. The distinctive feature of the vortex is its radial electric field which manifests the interplay of electrostatics, magnetism, and motion. 1 An electric vortex is the circulation of electron space charge about
Frozen Flow
that of vorticity in classical fluid mechanics. Given:
The transport and diffusion of magnetism in MHD is analogous to The polarization drift has been observed283 in plasmas where the dielectric constant satisfies the condition:
where opt-= ion plasma frequency, and a+ = ion cyclotron frequency. and number, a = B/(pp~) 112, A = v+/a, for p = plasma mass density, the polarization drift occurs for Alfven numbers fimited by:
Combining condition (3) with the definitions of the m e n velocity where c = light speed. The occurrence of the polarization drift can be given from condition (4) as a relationship between the required minimum plasma density given B, or maximum magnetic field given ne:
where EO = permittivity constant in MKS units, and B is in Tesla.
for any motion when A > 6.47.v+/c, and thus for plasma density (cm-3) well above ( 47.1 B )2, for B expressed in units of Gauss.
Flows with A << AL are magnetically insulated: electrons gyrorotate without propagation parallel to v+ across the magnetic field, while ions expend their kinetic energy to form an electrostatic layer.
For protons and electrons specifically the polarization drift occurs The thickness of this layer is hDL = Debye length based on the ion kinetic energy. In Figure 2 electron gyroradii are shown much smaller than hDL, and the E x B drift of the electron space charge is indicated. At the transition from magnetic insulation to polarization drift, say by an increase in the ion density injected at velocity v+, the laterally drifting electron layer will bunch with a periodicity set by hDL. These bunches grow in the direction of ion propagation because the electron layer is an equipotential which cannot be separated further than hDL from its equivalent positive space charge. The transition from insulation to a polarization drift can de viewed as a rotation of the electric field from an antiparallel direction to a perpendicular one within cells of periodicity hDL. In a polarization drift individual electron gyroradii may be minute compared with other dimensions, yet the aggregate electron fluid is carried along with the ion momentum by the intrinsic E x B of charge neutrality.4
Vortex Structure conducting boundary.5 Figure 4 shows two schematic views of the resulting vortex structure. The polarization potential across the plasma is shorted by the conducting wall, and electron space charge flows as current loop -3 which transmits the stationary boundary condition to the incoming flow as a decelerating j x B force. The polarization field of the impinging stream becomes radial within the vortex between a positive core and the circulating electronic space charge. The circulation frequency is given by o = v+/r, where the vortex radius r is set by solid boundaries or in their absence by hDL. When A > 1 the flow is supersonic and the detached -j current sheet ahead of the wall is a shock wave. As a specific example, for ne = n+ = 3 x 1012 cm-3 and proton kinetic energy EK = 6 MeV, then hDL = 1 cm, BL = 3.7 Tesla, AL = 0.7, and the polarization drift occurs for B e BL which makes A > AL. The resulting vortex has circulation frequency o/2n = 3 GHz, and radial Alfien has suggested that just as continuum fluid flow is Consider the polarized plasma flow impinging on a stationary, electric field E 5 EK/hDL = 6 MV/cm. comprised of twisted filaments of vorticity: so the cosrriic plasma has a cellular structure with electric vortex filaments as one of its fundamental elements.5 
2-Pinch Vortex Sheet
is threaded by azimuthal magnetic field lines which are carried along as vortex cores during a z-pinch compression. The electric field in a vortex will be directly proportional to the rate of pdV work provided by magnetic compression. This effect is destroyed when vortices dissipate To quantify these effects an adiabatic, infinite conductivity, inviscid, perfect gas model with azimuthal symmetry was produced. The external magnetic field driving the compression is assumed to have the form:
The sheet of axial current wrapping a cylindrical body of plasma as a result of massive plasma heating. . 
4
.
B ( r , t )
= Be(r,t)ie + B,i,
The trajectory of the outer boundary is found to be:
for t = time, R(t) = outer boundary radius, p(t) = exterior pressure, p (t) = fluid density, Q(t) = solid body rotation of the plasma column, subscripts o denoting initial conditions, and finally:
for Be(t) the magnetic field on the surface R(t) . The constant solenoidal field B, is for mathematical convenience in deriving (7). Specific examples are calculated by iteration, eight iterants being calculated with convergence usually in five.
By the very nature of a z-pinch, the Alfien number in sample calculations remains near unity and well above AL. The rapid heating of the plasma quickly undermines the basic assumptions of this model, and computations are terminated when the surface velocity -a R/& equals the ion thermal speed. The cold vortex layer calculated in this model can have a diameter of microns, circulation frequency over I 100 GHz, and radial electric fields of 20 MV/cm with a time dependence that mimics that of a (pdV)/at, or the power supplied for compression.
The electric vortex is predominately a low p , high magnetic Reynolds Number ( ReM = ohvL) effect, whereas the z-pinch is a rapid evolution towards the opposite extreme of hot, stationary plasma. The model for equation (7) does not address the eventual consumption of the initially cold and thin vortex sheet 6y thebulk of massively heated plasma. Nevertheless, it may be possible to utilize the vortex electric field in a spectroscopic diagnostic of the dynamics during the initial. stages of the z-pinch compression.
are: n, = n+ = 2.48 x 1018 cm-3, copper ions, Ro = 2.5 cm radius, C2 = 2n.1000 Hz, and p(t) = PO. The chosen Be (t) in Tesla, and resulting Jz(t) in Amperes are shown below along with the vortex electric field in V/cm:
Results of a sample calculation follow. Here the starting conditions Conclusions magnetized, moving plasma. Three distinctive flow regimes, characterized here as polarization drift, magnetic insulation, and transition, can be delineated by the ratio of the Alfven number to the parameter AL given in equation (4). The electric field and circulation frequency of electric vortices may be effects accessible for diagnosing experiments. Diagnosis of the early phases of the z-pinch compression will be crucial to understanding the dynamics of the entire process.
An electric vortex is the analog of a Debye shielding length in a
